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About This Game

Enter the ambient world of Osmos: elegant, physics-based gameplay, dreamlike visuals, and a minimalist, electronic soundtrack.

Your objective is to grow by absorbing other motes. Propel yourself by ejecting matter behind you. But be wise: ejecting matter
also shrinks you. Relax - good things come to those who wait.

Key features:

Independent Games Festival finalist in three categories: Seumas McNally Grand Prize, Excellence in Design and
Technical Excellence
Progress from serenely ambient levels into varied and more challenging worlds. (47 levels, plus bonus content)
Confront attractors, repulsors and intelligent motes with similar abilities and goals as you
Selected as one of the 2009 PAX 10
Procedural content: play random versions of any level
Sublime electronic soundtrack by Loscil, Gas/High Skies, Julien Neto, Biosphere, and more
Dynamic time-warping: slow down the flow of time to outmaneuver agile opponents; speed it up to raise the challenge
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Hemisphere Games
Publisher:
Hemisphere Games
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2009
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A very good simulation of farming, and that is key if you are thinking of buying it. It is a sim, so if you don't like farming, dont
buy it! Sounds obvious, but just be aware. A few crikes from me, first hiring help, you can't hire help and tell them what to do.
You have to set up the job yourself, say to plough, then clikc hire. That is just silly. And the other thing that is anoying, traveling
between fields. Again you can't just tell your worker to go there, you have to drive yourself. But that is what a sim is.
Overall a good sim, not a game.. A very old railworks route, but it is amazing!

Pros -
great scenery
nice long scenarios
78 miles of scenic route
Comes with HST
Quick drive compatible

Cons -
Sometimes, the HST with this route spazzes out in the consist menu
a little bit too expensive

10\/10. i dont usually buy DLC, But when i do, Its Predator. So to be blunt, to me its money well spent. Still looking and playing
great, 12 years after release!. This Is the first review I have written for a game, mostly becase this game NEEDS more attention.
First of all, if you remember any of those old tank flash games that you could play local, (Which I did back in middle school)
you will be in for a pleasant suprise. this game takes the Idea of those old tank games and manages to give them an exciting
twist. With beautiful, backdrops, levels, Etc. smooth-as-butter controls, and in game level modifications ranging from terrifying
to hilarious, this game is worth the money for an amazing time with your friends.
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I'm not sure about this one.
The story is... okay I guess.
It's stylish and everything, but it's not really comfortable to control.
Also achievements are ridiculously hard to get (probably due to the same problem with the control). I was expecting a lewd
Harvest Moon or a Stardew Valley but all I got was this T-shirt saying "dumbass.". this ost is catchy and fun, it causes me to feel
like a cephalopod farther. A fun, quirky platformer.. Why my game graphics is bugged, i dont recomend this game if it's not
playable
http:\/\/imgur.com\/kotwsS3
. This game is classic. Found myself laughing and laughing each time I did something stupid and random. I still remember
playing the originals and brings back memories even in real life where I made similar choices. Be prepaid for MisAdventures!!.
This point and click adventure is cute. It is a little flawed but enjoyable. I would give it a 6.5\/10 and say it is worth its price for
about 6 hours of light hearted gameplay.

You should play this game if you are a point and click fan who is looking for a light hearted story with lots of object based
puzzles and amusing dialogue. The production is excellent. The visuals and voice acting are really high quality. The puzzle
design is good at first: it is logically sound and the basic interface means you won't get stuck for long.

However the puzzle quality diminishes through the game. You still are not likely to get very stuck but by the last two chapters
you'll find yourself resorting to trial and error.

You should avoid if you are expecting a difficult puzzle game or any kind of involved plot. It is a children's cartoon made into
an adventure game and does well as that. It will keep grown ups amused with the amusing dialogue and mostly well designed
puzzles but its really best for kids.. Reimu still cute I recommend diz game guys
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